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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Position of the deliverable in the whole project context 

The OPERA project aims to provide a demonstration of a heterogeneous architecture with energy efficient 

systems from site to end-user through various use cases. 

The present deliverable focuses on software integration of some road use cases for which the goal is to 

provide to the road managers the capability to detect (and possibly response to) road events of various 

types. Thanks to energy autonomous and wireless communicating systems, our solution is feasible to 

operate in peri-urban or isolated locations where facilities (energy grid, wired communication network) 

are not available. In those respects, OPERA aims to provide a solution combining ultra-low power video 

sensor and micro servers, advanced software and ultra-low power communication system. 

The software integration is related to the work about the four following use cases: 

- Congestion detection: sending a real time alarm and image (to dispel doubt) to the traffic road 

management centre when congestion occurs or traffic goes back to normal 

- Wrong way vehicle detection: sending of a real time alarm and image to the traffic road 

management centre when any type of vehicle is driving the wrong way 

- Bicycle detection and counting: sending images and counts of isolated bicycles to the traffic road 

management centre 

- Remote bicycle counting: offloading the process for complex bicycle detection and remote 

counting on low-power server in the traffic road management centre 

 

Description of the deliverable 

TESEO designed and installed all hardware on test sites in order to integrate the full detection systems 

and communication channels, and energy measure tools. 

ST provided innovative ULP platforms as a support for the sensor and acceleration modules 

complementary to the software algorithms. This is done through two platforms: SecSoC and Orlando. 

On top of that, Neavia brought its expertise in software development in road applications with low power 

camera, providing the software algorithms for all the use cases. 

Wireless communication part is provided by ISMB through its work on low-power antenna use and 

configuration, from test site to the server. 

Nallatech and HPE have been setting up an energy efficient server called Moonshot in the traffic road 

management centre allowing the offload of data from test sites. Coupled to an FPGA, the server is also 

used as a platform for the bicycle counting remote process since it has more processing capabilities than 

the ULP, still in an optimised way. 

All test sites were proposed by ISERE so that the use cases could be tested on existing sites and in real 

traffic conditions, thus providing relevant road environments for the prototypes and evaluation facilities 

through ISERE camera network and other devices like counting systems. 

The main challenges we faced was developing software algorithms adapted to the different use cases, 

being effective on both detection and energy, taking into account advantages and limitations of both ULP 

boards or server. Another challenge was connecting the whole chain, from site to server, which meant 

working with sometimes very different hardware and software components. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This document aims to describe the development and integration done by the different partners regarding 

the road use cases: 

- Congestion detection 

- Wrong way detection 

- Local bicycle detection and counting 

- Remote bicycle detection and counting 

The document is divided in sections for conveniently covering both the description of the hardware 

resources and the software development. 

It describes the ULP platforms with their available resources, as well as their advantages and limitations. 

Two different platforms were used in order to test different image processing approaches and algorithms. 

Thus, the SecSoC board served as support for the congestion and wrong way detection on the first test 

site, with a “classical” image processing. On the other hand, software was developed on Orlando (and 

Nucleo) board to integrate a new approach based on Orlando machine learning capabilities (CNN). It also 

covers the development of the reconfigurable antenna module software, which was required for both 

emitter and receiver on test site, as part of the whole communication channel to the Traffic Management 

Center (TMC) of LD38 (ISERE). Moonshot and FPGA, hold in the TMC, are also described to illustrate the 

work done for the offloading process regarding bicycle detection and counting. For the latter, software is 

integrated in a low-power server connected to an FPGA acting as a hardware accelerator. 

Our video detection software is documented in terms of architecture, functionalities and interfaces 

description. We describe the algorithms implemented to give an insight about the processing done to 

manage all the different use cases, and the way they integrate the two different ULP. Congestion 

detection is presented shortly as it was already described in D3.3 [7] and D3.5 [2], more details are given 

about wrong way detection algorithm. Both of them were developed for the classical image processing 

approach based on the SecSoC board. Regarding bicycle detection and counting, the CNN-based 

algorithms for both Orlando (local ULP) and Moonshot (remote server) are described. 

A section of lessons learnt from this activity is present at the end of this document. 
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2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

2.1 GLOBAL USE CASE ARCHITECTURE 

WP3 is devoted to the implementation of a completely autonomous video surveillance system capable of 

detecting specific events in a road-monitoring scenario, transmitting alerts, information related to the 

events and video streams reporting the events. 

The associated use case design will be based on an ultra-low power computing device and an innovative 

transmission mechanism based on reconfigurable antennas, as well as specifically designed software 

algorithms for video detection.  

Specifically for the bicycle detection and counting use case, the architecture is extended to an energy 

efficient remote server in order to offload the software process. 

The use case architectures are shown below. A general scheme is used but adjusted to the uniqueness of 

each test site and their dedicated use cases. For this reason, two different architectures are presented. 

In short, and before going into more details, the main differences are the following: 

Test site Use case Platform Detection approach 
Reconfigurable 

antenna 

1 
Congestion detection 

Wrong way detection 

Local: 

SecSoC 
Classical blob detection Phased-array 

2 
Bicycle 

detection/counting 

Local: 

Orlando + 

Nucleo 

 

Remote: 

Moonshot 

+ FPGA 

CNN-based detection Beam switchable 

Table 1 - Resume of differences between the two architectures 
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2.1.1 Test site 1 traffic monitoring architecture 

 

Figure 1 - Test site 1 view 

 

Figure 2 - Test site 1 camera box 

 

Figure 3 - Test site 1 electrical box 
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Figure 4 - Test site 1 traffic monitoring architecture 

On test site 1, the system on the transmitting side is composed of the following elements: 

� Camera box (designed by Teseo) located on top of the pole including: 

o SecSoC board (designed by ST) embedding software code for video detection (designed by 

Neavia) 

o Reconfigurable antenna board (Nucleo board designed by ST running code designed by 

ISMB) 

o Phased array reconfigurable antenna (designed by ISMB) 

� Electrical box located at the bottom of the pole containing Neavia debugging equipment including: 

o Mini PC (supplied by Neavia) 

o 3G router (supplied by Teseo) + SIM card (supplied by LD38) 

The system on the receiving side is composed of: 

• Receiving phased array reconfigurable antenna (designed by ISMB) 

• Raspberry collecting and streaming data to the server (supplied by ISMB) 

• Isère router to transfer data to the server (supplied by LD38) 

The remote server is a Moonshot server (hosted by LD38, supplied by HP) used for storing data. 

The following detection scenarios have been selected for this test site: 

� Congestion detection 

� Wrong way detection 
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2.1.2 Test site 2 traffic monitoring architecture 

 

Figure 5 - Test site 2 view 

 

Figure 6 - Test site 2 camera box 

 

 

Figure 7 - Test site 2 traffic monitoring architecture 

On test site 2, the system on the transmitting side is composed of the following elements: 

� Camera box (designed by Teseo): 

o Orlando board (designed by ST) implementing the CNN and providing data to the Nucleo 

o Nucleo board (designed by ST) embedding antenna management (designed by ISMB) and 

code for video detection (designed by Neavia) 

� Antenna box 

o Beam switchable reconfigurable antenna (designed by ISMB) 

� Electrical box (mini-PC box) located in the VMS (Variable Message Sign) for Neavia development 

and debugging needs, including: 

o Mini PC (supplied by Neavia) 

o 3G router (supplied by Teseo) + SIM card (supplied by LD38) 
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On the receiving side, the system is composed of: 

• Receiver box 

o Receiving beam switchable reconfigurable antenna (designed by ISMB) 

o Raspberry collecting and streaming data to the server (supplied by ISMB) 

• Electrical box (in the VMS) 

o Isère router to transfer data to the server (supplied by LD38) 

The remote server is a Moonshot (hosted by LD38, supplied by HP), executing remote detection 

(offloading feature) 

The test site 2 is dedicated to both local and remote (offloading process) bicycle detection and counting 

scenario. 

2.2 ULP PLATFORMS 

Two different ULP platforms are used in the OPERA project in order to investigate different technical 

approaches of scene analysis. 

On first test site, the ULP used is the SecSoC board, which allows deploying a more classical approach of 

video analytics thanks to various hardware accelerators implementing various functionalities like 

foreground/background segmentation and filters. This platform is used for the congestion and wrong way 

detection use cases. 

On the second test site, the bicycle detection and counting are implemented on the Orlando board, thanks 

to hardware accelerators implementing Convolutional Neural Networks. 

2.2.1 SecSoC platform 

2.2.1.1 SecSoC platform architecture 

The ST SecSoC platform has already been described in D3.5 [2]. 

2.2.2 Orlando platform 

2.2.2.1 Orlando platform architecture 

The STMicroelectronics Orlando platform was already described in the D3.3 [7], and for detailed 

information, please refer to D3.6 [3]. 

2.2.2.2 Orlando SW development 

The Orlando platform is based on the same family of DSPs as the SecSoC, so it uses the same kind of 

toolchain and simulator as the SecSoC. Also, the IPU of the Orlando is derived from the IPU of the SecSoC 

with new functionalities.  

2.3 WIRELESS COMMUNICATION AND RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA COMPONENTS 

This section describes the hardware and software components involved in the realization of the wireless 

communication system (ULP SoC-based radio platform, antenna and firmware). 

2.3.1 Wireless Flow graph 

Following flow graphs (presented in figures 4 and 7), SecSoC/Orlando board feeds detection data to 

Nucleo-WiFi board through Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). Nucleo-Wi-Fi (node A) transmits this data 

over-the-air by means of reconfigurable antenna. Data is then captured by a Raspberry-Pi board (node B) 

equipped also with a reconfigurable antenna. Node B stores the events and then sends data to the 

Moonshot Server through the ISERE private network (i.e. by Ethernet). 
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Another device is embedded in the node, for switching on and off power supply of Nucleo + Wi-Fi module 

+ antenna. This prevents consumption during idle state, and this reduction of power consumption is really 

important since only a few alarms are usually generated each day by the system. 

2.3.2  Nucleo Board and Radio Module 

The STM32 Nucleo platform is a ULP ARM-based platform, integrating the optimization algorithm that 

manages the radiation of the antenna. A radio module, based on a low-power IEEE 802.11 b/g SoC, 

expands the STM32 Nucleo boards with wireless capabilities. For more details on both Nucleo and radio 

module, please refer to D3.5 [2] and D3.3 [7]. 

2.3.3 Antenna 

Two different reconfigurable antennas have been developed: a strong directive antenna, providing a wide 

coverage for the test site 1, and a 360° beam switchable antenna, providing a directive coverage in any 

direction for the test site 2. The design, realization and tests of the RF prototypes with these antennas are 

already described in D3.4 [8]. 

2.3.4 Raspberry 

The Raspberry-Pi is a low-power board which embeds a receiver collecting on-air data and flushing this 

data over the Internet. This component is directly connected to the ISERE private network to transfer 

images to the Moonshot Server. 

2.3.5 Moonshot 

The Moonshot server is hosted by LD38 and connected to ISERE private network in order to collect data 

from sites, and for further processing in the bicycle detection and counting use case. 

More detailed information on the Moonshot server (Cartridge and FPGA board) is available in deliverables 

D6.1 [4] and D6.4 [5]. 

2.4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE LIMITATION 

Resources available on the SecSoC and Orlando are limited compared to standard non ULP platforms, but 

these platforms also include hardware accelerators to effectively increase performances with limited 

influence on power consumption. 

D3.5 [2] summarizes these limitations and hardware accelerators for the SecSoC. 

Regarding the Orlando platform, its limitations are the following: 

� No operating system 

� No file system 

� Only 4 MB of global memory 

On the other hand, the platform provides effective accelerated functions such as: 

� Corner detection 

� Colour converters 

� Motion JPEG encoder, H264 encoder 

� Image cropper/scaler/subsampler 

� CNN accelerators 

However, the Orlando platform, being a development board for which work is still ongoing, does not have 

mature software development toolchain and libraries, which made the programming of this board by 

Neavia unfeasible. Consequently, ST and Neavia decided to partition the software in two parts: CNN and 
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detection has been implemented by ST on Orlando, while tracking and counting has been implemented 

by Neavia on the Nucleo board, using detection data provided by the Orlando via SPI to the Nucleo. 

2.5 DEVELOPMENT NEEDS 

For software development and debugging purposes only, a dedicated conventional communication link 

(mini-PC + 3G modem) was used for the following needs: 

� Transmitting data from sensor to server. 

� Remotely updating the software running on the SecSoC (site 1) or on the Nucleo (site 2). 

� Logging events (for debugging video detection software. 

� Remote tuning of parameters. 
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3 EMBEDDED SOFTWARE INTEGRATION 

3.1 SECSOC & ORLANDO SOFTWARE INTEGRATION 

3.1.1 SW toolchain 

3.1.1.1 SecSoC 

Both the toolchain and development environment were initially provided by ST through a virtual machine 

during a training meeting. 

This environment was transferred to the mini-PC to allow remote operations. 

Further details about this can be found in D3.3 [7]. 

3.1.1.2 Orlando 

The Orlando development environment (toolchain, simulation) is similar to the one of the SecSoC. This 

environment was used by ST to write the code for implementing the CNN and performing the detection. 

As said before, Neavia developed the tracking and counting algorithms on the Nucleo board and used an 

integrated development environment (IDE) designed for many different platforms and also supporting 

the Nucleo. 

3.2 CONGESTION DETECTION (SECSOC BOARD) 

Congestion detection was already discussed in D3.3 [7] and D3.5 [2] for the first versions of the algorithm, 

functioning only during the day. The indicator calculation (on which the congestion detection is evaluated) 

is described in detail in those documents. As a reminder, this calculation is based on the occupation rate 

of each lanes (including speed and traffic density information) computed from detected blobs (vehicles). 

The congestion detection is then evaluated by comparing the indicator to a threshold. 

Here we describe a new feature of the algorithm managing day/night transitions. 

3.2.1 Software architecture description 

Congestion detection faced a great challenge regarding all the possible conditions of road scene 

observations. One of the most complex is the night, and even more, the day/night transition (and vice 

versa). Indeed, at those times, many artefacts are introduced and cars are not perceived the same way 

depending on the artificial lights (both streetlights and headlights of the cars), the state of the road (wet 

or dry), the traffic density and the continuous variation of brightness during a few tens of minutes. Below 

images collected during nightfall and presenting these issues are shown. 
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Figure 8 – End of day 

 

Figure 9 - Nightfall 

 

Figure 10 – Night 

 

Figure 11 – Noise introduced by the sensor 

 

Figure 12 – Rain by night 

 

Figure 13 - Fog 

Table 2 - Artefacts and continuous luminosity variations during nightfall 

In order to take those issues into account, two different configurations are used: one for the day and one 

for the night. In a cyclic way, a piece of code extracts and analyses data like contrast and luminosity of the 

scene (in previous frame) to understand whether the scene is being observed during day or during night, 

ignoring small variations (in amplitude and time) like during cloudy or rainy days. 
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Table 3 - Evaluated contrast (%) and mean luminosity at night fall 

This algorithm is shown below: the first image describes the general concept of the algorithm, while the 

second image describes how the algorithm was implemented on the SecSoC. The main differences with 

respect to the previous implementation are in the foreground/background subtraction (denoted in the 

scheme as “BGS”) and updating, binarisation management (noise filtering and blob extraction), and 

algorithm sensitivity. 

 

Figure 14 - Algorithm description 
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Figure 15 - Algorithm integration to ULP 

3.2.2 Results 

In the following images, two areas (zones) are checked. On the left side of images is the lane towards the 

city of Grenoble (located at South of test site 1). On the right side if images are the lanes towards the city 

of Voreppe (located at North of test site 1). 

The following table gives an insight of a congestion occurring during night towards Voreppe (area denoted 

as “Z2”). 
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Figure 16 - 17.34 

 

Figure 17 - 17.47 

 
Figure 18 - 17.55 

 

Figure 19 - 18.07 

 
Figure 20 - 18.18 

Table 4 - Congestion by night 
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Figure 21 - Congestion indicator level (left image side) 

 

Figure 22 - Congestion indicator level (right image side) 

Table 5 - Congestion indicators in night condition 

Towards Voreppe (“Z2”), a congestion detection occurs as the indicator changes of state, rising to 1 at 

correct time and duration (window/crenel in Figure 22). As in the other congestion detection versions, 

already described in previous documents D3.3 [7] and D3.5 [2], a short delay is introduced by the internal 

algorithm validation time in order to avoid flickering effects of temporary or short events. 

No events are generated for what concerns the lane towards Grenoble (“Z0” on left side of images) as the 

traffic only densifies a little bit without entering in congestion state. 
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3.3 WRONG WAY DETECTION (SECSOC BOARD) 

3.3.1 Software architecture description 

 

Figure 23 - Algorithm description 

The algorithm uses the same kind of architecture as the one for the congestion detection and the same 

SecSoC hardware accelerated functionalities (not shown here). 

The processing is based on blobs (objects) displacements and their intensities (on which the indicator is 

based) in successive images. In order to simplify the process and consume less resources, intermediate 

80x30 images are generated called “macro-images”. A specific compression minimises the effect of 

projection of the road in the 3D real world and thus, variations of perceived “speed” that could be 

observed. Indeed, further vehicles seem to have slower speed than vehicles at the bottom of the image. 

Also, compression decreases the noise and allows an easier evaluation of displacements. 
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Macro-images are analysed to extract the displacements of blobs, which then need to be fitted in a limited 

number of potential directions and on closed scale (percentage) for better exploitation of data, this is 

what we call the “intensity matrix”: 

TL Top TR 

Left Neutral Right 

BL Bottom BR 

Figure 24 - Considered directions 

 

50 10 5 

10 25 0 

0 0 0 

Figure 25 - Example of outputs for a Top Left  

displacement 

On top of that, some patterns are applied depending on the specific direction of the lane being observed. 

They are used to elaborate instantaneous intermediate indicators and decrease noise (practically, caused 

by small variations in blob edges detection). For example, for vertical (or horizontal) lane directions, 

intermediate indicators are less prone to noise when using strictly and only the lane direction. Whereas 

for inclined lane directions (e.g. towards top-left of image), it is better to consider an arrow-like pattern 

around the road direction to increase robustness. 
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Table 6 - Patterns used to elaborate instantaneous intermediate indicators 

Finally, and after various applications of thresholds and filters, instantaneous indicators are integrated on 

a short period of time (typically half a second) in order to compute the final indicator and send alarms 

when required (and in real time). 

3.3.2 Results 

We experienced some issues on test site 1 during summer 2018 due to some electrical problems in one 

of the boards composing the ULP node. This board is used for: directing the beam of the antenna, 

amplifying the signal of the antenna and remotely resetting the SecSoC (after remotely updating the 

firmware). The issue (probably caused by the fact that all that circuitry is placed in an outdoor 

environment, basically exposed to the weather, even if protected by a plastic box) prevented the SecSoC 

from starting because the board was always under reset. Detecting and fixing this issue required three 

physical interventions on site by Teseo, ST and ISMB. It was not possible for Neavia to remotely reset the 

SecSoC (remote modification of software and parameters). 

This issue caused a delay in the development and integration of wrong way detection software on site 1 

and only a first version (not supporting day/night transitions) of the algorithm was implemented and 

tested. Here are some results that could be extracted from logs observations of this algorithm when 

running on test site 1. 
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Figure 26 - Towards Grenoble, by normal traffic 

The results shown above are collected under a low traffic time (middle of afternoon) to emphasise the 

distinction between wrong way, right way or no vehicle conditions. This was done before adjusting 

evaluation cycle time and validation duration, causing larger peaks of the indicator. Here, for the few 

vehicles driving towards Grenoble, the observed directions are only the right way which is coherent with 

what is expected. 

 

 

Figure 27 - Towards Grenoble, virtual wrong way 

In the case above, road direction is forced internally as a parameter of the algorithm to simulate wrong 

way detections and collect data related to potential false alarms. Peaks are much thinner here, as the 

evaluation cycle time and validation duration were tuned to optimise reaction time. The increased 

number of events is due to higher traffic. Similarly, to the previous example for the vehicles driving down 

towards Grenoble, observed directions are only in the wrong way which is coherent with what is expected. 

This means that true detections are expected to be high. 

However, analysing images and logs, it seems a potential issue is encountered on specific light conditions. 

Typically, at a specific time in the morning, shadow projection of heavy vehicles like trucks or buses driving 

in opposite lane are not managed well by the algorithm in its present form. In order to decrease false 
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detections caused by those shadows, the algorithm should be improved through a different background 

learning and subtraction management, and possibly using the hardware accelerated shadow remover of 

the SecSoC. This feature has not been used because it is hard to tune, especially in varying luminosity 

conditions like the ones we have in the morning. 

Table 7 - Examples of shadow issue at specific time in the morning 

3.4 CYCLES DETECTION AND COUNTING 

3.4.1 Overview 

The bicycle detection and counting use case, implemented in site 2, has a completely different approach 

(based on CNN detection) with respect to the other two use cases (based on a classical approach using 

blob detection). This involved the modification of the ULP node by replacing the SecSoC with the Orlando, 

which embeds hardware convolutional accelerators. Another main difference between the two sites is 

that on site 2 processes can be offloaded to a server (the Moonshot) when necessary. Offloading takes 

advantage of heterogeneous, energy efficient and connected smart systems which is fully aligned with 

the OPERA project goals. 

 

Figure 28 - Test site 2 traffic monitoring architecture 
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3.4.2 Local process (Orlando board) 

3.4.2.1 Flow diagram 

In order to simplify the software development, the software running on the local node has been 

partitioned in two parts: the first one is the code devoted to the CNN and to the detection of objects in 

the scene, and the second part uses the results of the CNN detections and implements higher level 

functionalities like filtering, tracking and counting of the bicycles. The first part has been developed by ST 

and runs on the Orlando chip, while the second part has been developed by NEAVIA and runs on the 

Nucleo connected to the Orlando board via SPI. 

This partition of the software was also necessary because the Orlando build environment and libraries are 

not mature enough to be used outside of ST. Orlando is a research project and writing code for it requires 

frequent use of undocumented features of the platform. ST spent some efforts in improving the build 

environment of Orlando but eventually ST and NEAVIA agreed upon the aforementioned software 

partitioning because the Nucleo platform, on the other side, comes with good quality tools for building 

and debugging software. 

Thus, we ended up with the following workflow: 

- Images and detections are sent from Orlando to Nucleo through SPI 

- Once received, data are processed by Neavia software on Nucleo 

- When necessary, data is transmitted over-the-air via the reconfigurable antenna 

 

Figure 29 - Architecture for local detection and counting workflow 

3.4.2.2 Orlando-accelerated detection 

The CNN that has been implemented in Orlando is a customized version of the Tiny-YOLO CNN 

architecture, nicknamed ‘Pico YOLO’. For further reference to this kind of CNN architecture, please refer 

to the link denoted in reference [11]. This CNN architecture allows recognising and locating more than 

one object in the same scene at once as well as objects that are partially obstructed by other objects. 

The CNN has been trained with a subset of the Coco Dataset and can recognize objects of the following 

six classes: 

- bicycles 

- motorbikes 

- cars 

- trucks 

- buses 

- persons (pedestrians) 
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The CNN is partially implemented by using the Convolutional HW accelerators contained in the Orlando 

chip and partially by using the 16 DSPs of the Orlando. The Pico YOLO implemented in Orlando can run at 

about 80 FPS max.  

3.4.2.1 Protocol of communication between Orlando and Nucleo 

Orlando communicates with the Nucleo, and the software developed by NEAVIA, by sending packets 

through the SPI connection between the two boards. Orlando sends to the Nucleo each frame it receives 

from the sensor, along with information coming from the CNN implemented in Orlando. This information 

includes the list of objects recognized in the scene, their position in the frame, and related scores of 

confidence. The Nucleo uses this information to implement further processing, for example to track the 

position of the objects among consecutive frames. 

3.4.2.2 Local bicycle detection and counting 

The following paragraphs describe the local bicycle detection and counting algorithm and its internal 

parts. As a note, images were hard to extract and save during the software development on the ULP 

(Orlando/Nucleo). However, for reference, more images are available in the offloading application core 

section (Section 3.4.4.3), both processes have similar concepts. 

The software is separated in two parts: the first one manages the offloading feature via the offloading 

criteria and images sending, the other one does all the pre-processing for detection, tracking and 

counting, when possible. 

Various functional blocks were implemented and are described below. A structure was also defined to 

characterize each object with different types of information: 

typedef struct object_s { 

  point_t origin;   // Center of origin bbox 

  rect_t bbox;    // Object bbox (tl, tr, w, h) 

  int8_t cpt_no_det;               // Number of images without a match (detection) 

  int8_t flagCpt;  // 1: counted  0: otherwise 

} object_t; 

Figure 30 - Structure containing tracked object data 

A more complex structure could be used to optimise processing through the use of more advanced 

functional blocks (use of filters and more accurate tracking). 

However, this structure, which is the one implemented, leads a to a simpler algorithm architecture on the 

ULP, matching local processing capabilities and energy consumption requirements. 

3.4.2.2.1 Filters 

Various artefacts or detection issues can occur during the detection process: virtual horizon, localisation 

issue, misdetection, over detection, … Also, we may want to apply specific filters like image 

zoning/masking. For this reason, many filters can be applied, like the following… 

- Excluding big objects 

- Excluding small objects 

- Inclusion and overlapping (detected objects are filtered using criteria like detection score, 

detection size, overlap rate, best overlap, …) 

- Zoning 

The last version of the code running on the ULP does not use filters, but all the listed filters are 

implemented in the remote processing code (cf section 3.4.3.3.2 for details). 
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3.4.2.2.2 Checking detections 

Once filtered, all detections are roughly checked to get the counts of detections by classes, mainly 

bicycles, motorbikes and persons, as they are all used in the offloading criteria (see below). The smallest 

bicycle score is also collected. 

Decision is taken to discard an image if it does not contain any bicycle, except if the previous image 

contained recognized objects, because a recognized object (in a previous image) could be lost (not 

detected) in the subsequent image. This would mean that a detection/counting is ongoing and that 

recognized objects should updated anyway. 

3.4.2.2.3 Deleting old objects 

After a number of consecutive images not containing a specific object, that object is deleted from the 

tracking list. 

3.4.2.2.4 Tracking 

The software goes through all the detections and identifies matches with already recognized objects. 

The software running on the ULP is designed to be simple and tracks a single bicycle. On the other side, 

on the Moonshot server, the implemented tracking algorithm is more complex: at each frame, the tracking 

algorithm derives, from information on the object and the current position of the object (bounding box 

surrounding the object), the search box for the subsequent frame (box where allegedly the object will be 

located in the subsequent frame). 

3.4.2.2.5 Counting 

All bicycles which cross a virtual line (placed on the opposite site with respect to the place of the first 

detection of the object) make the local bicycle counter increment. 
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Figure 31 - Algorithm description 
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3.4.2.3 Offloading feature 

3.4.2.3.1 Offloading criteria (Load estimator) 

The YOLO-like architecture makes it possible to detect multiple objects in an image with only one-pass 

processing as YOLO name denotes: You Only Look Once. Regarding the offloading criteria, this means that 

multiple objects in the scene do not affect the CNN inference time, which can then be excluded from the 

offloading criteria. However, multiple objects leads to more scene complexity or density (in terms of both 

spatial density and information density that could be extracted), which is what we need to consider to 

elaborate the offloading criteria. 

Thus, the criteria can be focused on difficult types of situations: 

- Too many “cycles” 

- Mix of bicycles and motorbikes 

- More persons than “cycles” 

- Too low score for at least one “cycle” 

By “cycles”, here we consider both bicycles and motorbikes since in practise both could be easily confused 

by the CNN model. Also, we consider persons in a criterion as people are more easily detected than 

bicycles, meaning that you could be seeing multiple cyclists but only detecting a few bicycles. Figure 32 

and 33 demonstrate what could be observed on the ULP with a less accurate CNN model (here, Tiny-

YOLO) missing some bicycles vs what could be observed on the server after offloading with a more 

accurate version (here,  YOLOv2). 

Table 8 - Example of possible outputs with a less accurate CNN model (ULP-like) and a more accurate one (server-like) 

 

 

Figure 32 - Example of ULP-like detection missing bicycles 

 

 

Figure 33 - Example of server-like detection with more 

accuracy 
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Figure 34 - Offloading criteria 

The criteria are defined with following parameters: 

- NB_CYCLE_TH = 1 : more than 1 bicycle means there may be a pack of bicycles 

- SCORE_TH2 > SCORE_TH1 (internal Orlando score filter) 

When all offloading criteria are respected, the software switches to this mode and starts saving images in 

a buffer before they are sent to the Moonshot server. Ideally, the CNN detection could be turned off 

during the clip generation of the offloading process. However, we did not implement this feature for two 

reasons: 1) the use of the CNN during offloading could help understanding when offloading should finish, 

and 2) the power consumption savings would be negligible. 

3.4.2.3.2 Sending images 

During offloading, images are stored in a buffer. This is necessary because the speed of the WiFi 

connection is not sufficient to send the frames in real time. Moreover, there could be some delay from 

the moment when the first frame to be sent is received/processed by Orlando/Nucleo and the moment 

when actual transmission starts. For example, this delay could be introduced by the antenna on/off 

switching mechanism (even if not implemented in test site 2, but what is written in this paragraph also 

applies to test site 1, where the antenna on/off mechanism is present): turning on the WiFi module, 

starting the firmware on the module and establishing a connection with the receiving antenna requires 

some seconds during which no frames are transmitted. 
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3.4.2.3.3 Stop of offloading 

Images are saved in the buffer until: 

• N consecutive frames without any bicycle detection are produced (this requires that the CNN on 

Orlando is not switched off during offloading, which is the currently implemented solution), or, 

• the buffer storing the frames becomes full 

In both cases, when the offloading stops, the software comes back to its normal behavior: local detection 

and counting. 

3.4.2.4 Results 

On the field, the full chain was tested, from detection by the ULP till data sending to the Moonshot server. 

Since the Autumn season is starting, less bicycles are detected on the road, so the tests had to be 

conducted by partners riding some bicycles in order to validate the installation. 

Transmitter logs highlighted data transmission to the Moonshot, data which were correctly received on 

the server. 

The table 9, below, shows examples of images that were retrieved on the server side. 

  

 

Table 9 - Images transmitted to the Moonshot server 
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3.4.3 Remote process 

3.4.3.1 Flow diagram 

 

Figure 35 - Offloading architecture 

Once the load estimator requests to start offloading, images are transferred to the Moonshot via the LD38 

Network. On the server, the front-end receives and launches the application core based on Darknet and 

using FPGA acceleration to perform counting. 

3.4.3.2 Front-end 

The front-end is the Moonshot part receiving offloaded data. It is based on NodeJS to which the Raspberry 

Banana-Pi (receiver side on test site) requests to upload data. Neavia modified the NodeJS script so that 

data from both test sites can be distinguished and transferred to a dedicated directory. 

3.4.3.3 Application core 

The application core process offloaded images and generates counting statistics. The algorithm is similar 

to the one implemented on the ULP, even if some differences exist: on the server we obviously do not 

require the load estimator (offloading), the algorithm running on the server is more accurate, in terms of 

used filters and quality of tracking, and the CNN network has a more complex architecture (YOLOv3) with 

a higher accuracy. Similarly, to what happens on the ULP side, the CNN on the server side is implemented 

using hardware accelerators, mapped onto the FPGA connected to the Moonshot. 

The application core takes each image of a folder (i.e., the offloaded sequence), asks the FPGA to compute 

detection, then it processes the CNN results for the counting step. Below, are described those different 

functional blocks.  
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Figure 36 - Algorithm description 

3.4.3.3.1 FPGA-based detection 

The CNN network used on the Orlando board is not highly accurate due to the limited memory and 

processing capability of the device. Therefore, the Orlando board is used to identify scenes of interest 

that are offloaded to the Moonshot server for further processing. This extra processing uses the more 

compute intensive, but more accurate, CNN network YOLOv3. This is described in more detail in 

deliverable D6.7 [9]. 
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Figure 4 - Example YOLOv3 output 

To improve performance and therefore efficiency, this CNN network is offloaded to the FPGA. This has 

been further improved by utilising a binarised weight technique (cf D6.7 [9]) to take advantage of the 

FPGA architecture. 

The software platform which is used to run the FPGA network is “Darknet” [10]. This is a lightweight CNN 

framework that was easy to modify to support the FPGA. In this case the network layers required by 

YOLOv3 were ported to the FPGA, passing data to the FPGA when necessary. As most of the compute time 

is spent during the convolution layers, the convolution kernel has had the greatest optimisation applied. 

To target the FPGA a flag was added to the Darknet Makefile to compile with FPGA libraries, etc. The 

application then automatically locates the FPGA and uploads the binary for running YOLOv3. The FPGA 

design supports only the layers required for YOLOv3. 

The FPGA binary is uploaded using the driver supplied as part of the FPGA BSP, see D6.8 [12]. This driver 

includes routines for transferring data to the FPGA, configuration of the device and access to the 

embedded ARM power monitoring application. 
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Figure 37 - FPGA kernels created to implement CNN offload called by Darknet 

Six different OpenCL kernels were created to implement the necessary calculations on the FPGA both for 

acceleration and to keep transfers to and from the host to a minimum. See D6.7 [9] for further details. 

Kernel Description 

Load Coefficients This kernel pulls the pre-generated binary weights from global memory 

and passes these to the parallel convolution kernel via an OpenCL 

channel object. 

Parallel Convolution Kernel The convolution requires the majority of the calculations required.  

Hence most parallelisation of code occurs here. In total 4096 parallel 

accumulate functions are performed by this code. 

Activation Kernel The activation kernel applies the activation function to the output of the 

convolution kernel and write the results back to global memory. 

Route Layer Kernel This kernel performs no calculations and simple moves data around on 

the FPGA to avoid unnecessary copies over the PCIe interface to the 

host. 

Upsample Kernel This kernel scales up the outputs from a previous layer. This has been 

hard coded to a two times upscaling to save on logic. 

Shortcut Kernel This is simple kernel that concatenates two previous layers to create a 

new layer. 

Table 10 - Description of FPGA kernels 
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Figure 38 - FPGA convolution layer sequence diagram 

The above figure is a sequence diagram representing the interaction between the host and the CPU whilst 

performing the convolution layer. Here it is showing a convolution whose inputs and outputs are already 

stored in global memory. When the Darknet software requires a convolution to occur, the appropriate 

OpenCL kernels are enqueued on the FPGA. Only the first and final output layers transfer data to/from 

the host. Transferring data for every layer would be inefficient. Hence, extra fields (fpga_load and 

fpga_save) were added to the network description file to indicate which layers required data to be 

transferred to or from the host. Below is an example of an FPGA layer with data transferred from the host 

to the FPGA. 

[convolutional] 

batch_normalize=1 

filters=32 

size=3 

stride=1 

pad=1 

activation=binary 

fpga_load=1 

binary=1 

Figure 39 - Example of FPGA layer 
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This small change to the network description file allows the FPGA to slot seamlessly into the Darknet 

framework without any major software reconstruction. Therefore, all the facilities and tools associated 

with Darknet are compatible with the FPGA. 

3.4.3.3.2 Filters 

Filters are the ones already described for the ULP software: 

- Big objects 

- Small objects 

- Inclusion and overlapping 

- Zoning 

Another filter was added in order to restrict possible classes to “road users” (trucks, buses, cars, 

motorbikes, bicycles, persons). The model loaded to the FPGA was trained on many classes from COCO 

dataset. This type of training makes the algorithm more robust as less classes means the CNN tries to 

associate any recognized object with the few classes it knows, even though it does not belong to the “road 

users” category. 

  

Table 11 - Raw vs filtered detections 

An important work was done on having efficient filters (and tracking, on top of them) as it makes the 

“detection” part virtually more robust. It is also less prone to errors even with lower confidence score 

thresholds (down to 15% or even 10% unlike the default 25% threshold in Darknet), thus allowing more 

sensitivity: objects detected further in the image, earlier in the sequence, and decreasing the no-detection 

rate. 

 

3.4.3.3.3 Tracking and Linked objects 

In order to process detected objects and to manage their properties efficiently, a dedicated class was 

created: DaiObject. 

Its members are the following: 

int m_id;                                 // Object ID 

cv::Point m_origin;               // 1st detection center 

cv::Rect m_bbox;                  // Current bbox 

cv::Rect m_searchBox;        // Detection to object attribution search bbox 

cv::Rect m_diffBox;              // dx,dy,dw,dh between current bbox and previous one 

float m_scores_mean[MAX_NB_CLASS];          // Mean scores for all classes 

float m_scoreCur;                 // Current (best) score 

int m_classCur;                      // Current (best) class 

DaiObject* m_linkedObj;    // Linked object (default: NULL) 
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int m_linkedObjId;                 // Linked object ID (default: self ID) 

bool m_isNew;                       // True = new object 

bool m_isUpdated;               // True = a detection matched 

bool m_flagCpt;                     // True = counted (if bicycle) 

int m_cptNoDet;                    // Number of images without a match (detection) 

Figure 40 - DaiObject members 

During the tracking step, all the detections are checked and compared to each object search box 

(m_searchBox). The best overlap (among those with at least 50% overlapping) is kept as the candidate for 

the related object. Then, the object is updated with data from the associated detection: bounding box 

(“bbox”) and scores. For instance, m_bbox, m_searchBox (expected bounding box in the next image) and 

m_diffBox (delta between new and previous bounding boxes) are updated with respect to the new 

bounding box. Classes are integrated to m_scores_mean which is the moving average of scores among 

desired “road user” classes (between old computed scores and new scores). This acts like a filter among 

observed classes to avoid flickering effect of the class having the highest score since the best class can 

vary from an image to the other depending on observation conditions like occlusion, object size in pixels 

(object resolution) or image artefacts. After obtaining the new scores, the best one (and related 

label/class) is extracted to represent the current object class. 

When the detection does not match an object, it is considered as being a new object and added to the 

object list. 

When an object does not get a detection match (boolean m_isUpdated remains false), the object is 

deleted or not (according to the delete criteria below). Its bounding box and scores remain unchanged, 

but if the object is linked to another, then its search box is computed from the linked object displacement. 

This link between objects (registered as m_linkedObj, and m_linkedObjId in each linked object) aims to 

represent a “cyclist” as being composed of both a “bicycle” and a “person” riding it (see images below). 

To become linked, two objects must be free from any other object (unlinked), have enough overlap (over 

20% of the smallest bounding box) and there should be an object denoted as being a “person” above 

another one denoted as being either a “bicycle” or “motorbike”. 

 

Table 12 - Examples of linked objects {"person" + "bicycle"} 

3.4.3.3.4 Delete objects 

Different strategies are applied for deleting objects which are not useful anymore: 

- Objects which were not updated for too many images (set to 3) 

- Objects with low scores (set to 20%) 

- Objects which crossed the image and which are about to disappear (last detected on the the 

opposite side w.r.t. its origin) 
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3.4.3.3.5 Update search boxes 

When an object is updated (on detection match), its search box m_searchBox (expected bounding box in 

the subsequent image) is computed from the new bounding box. It is derived from the new bounding box, 

increasing it by 25% to anticipate possible variations in size or position in the next frame, and shifting it in 

the same direction and number of pixels as it has moved in the last two frames. Below, is an example of 

two consecutive images with the search box highlighted in yellow. 

 

Figure 41 - Image n-1 

Current search box computed 

 

Figure 42 - Image n 

Detection match with the search box 

Table 13 - Example of updated search box over two consecutive frames 

As mentioned above, if the object is not detected but is linked to another object which is detected (eg, a 

bicycle not currently being detected and the person being detected), its search box is computed from the 

linked object displacement. This allows a more efficient tracking as it is easier to get the correct detection. 

   

Table 14 - Example images where a detection is missing (bicycle) 

   

Table 15 - Example images where the search box was updated using the linked object (“person” here) 

3.4.3.3.6 Counting 

The counting is based on the tracking functionality for more accuracy and robustness. For this reason, a 

counting line (“virtual barrier”, which can be horizontal or vertical depending on the scene being 

observed) needs to be defined in configuration. The tracking gives the origin point (first detection) of the 
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object and the last detected position. Thus, if the object (having the label “bicycle”) crossed the image 

and is now above the counting line, the counter is incremented and the object is tagged as being counted 

(boolean m_flagCpt set to true) for not counting it again in subsequent images. 

A disadvantage of this method is that it requires the tracking to be correctly running. This means that the 

frame rate that must be received by the server must be sufficiently high, and this depends on the available 

framerate on the ULP, the size of the buffer used for storing the frames before sending them and speed 

of the connection between ULP and server. If those conditions are not met, another solution is used which 

consists in setting the number of bicycles equal to the maximum number of bicycles detected in the 

available sequence of images (in this case tracking is not used). This would give a count ideally close to 

the one we would have with the tracking method, provided that all the bicycles to be observed are present 

and detected in at least one image. If packs of bicycles not parsed and are only composed of few bicycles 

(eg, two or three), we could consider this solution. 

In both solutions, the application core generates bounding boxes with associated labels and 

prediction/detection logs for each of them. For computing the count for the whole day, the application 

core or a script should aggregate all counts in the server and in the ULP. 

 

Tracking-based counting Counting without tracking 

Algorithm count = 6 Algorithm count = 6 

Expected count = 6 Expected count = 6 

Table 16 - Examples of output from the two proposed counting solutions 

Above, can be found examples showing results of the two principles of counting, tested on an images 

sequence in which a pack of 6 bicycles can be observed. 

Tracking-based counting (on the left) shows that bicycles can be tracked till far in the image. This could be 

extended to the case where the bicycles would be going the other way, meaning they can be tracked early 

in the sequence. With this solution, a bicycle needs to cross the counting line (highlighted in orange) to 

be effectively counted. 

For the second solution, no tracking is done, only the maximum counting value is given once the whole 

sequence has been processed. In the example, the correct count is evaluated thanks to the filters 

efficiency, allowing to detect bicycles far in the image and avoiding over-detections. However, this could 

be more approximate as filters cannot suppress all artefacts and bicycles may be cropped (occlusions) or 

not detected in some images. Above all, for large pack of bicycles, some may already have disappeared 

before the other even showed up in the image, making the counting false, by fact. This is why it is not the 

preponderant solution. 
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3.4.3.4 Results 

During tests on site, data were transferred to the Moonshot server as discussed in section 3.4.2.4. Images 

retrieved on the server were processed by the bicycle detection and counting application core. Examples 

of outputs (bicycle count, predictions and scores) can be found in the table 17 below: 

 

Number of bicycles: 2 

 

Label Score 

Bicycle 75% 

Bicycle 73% 
 

 

Number of bicycles: 2 

 

Label Score 

Person 60% 

Bicycle 80% 

Bicycle 74% 
 

 

Number of bicycles: 2 

 

Label Score 

Person 80% 

Bicycle 63% 

Bicycle 71% 
 

Table 17 - Examples of counting results from the remote application 

In each case, two bicycles (and sometimes the cyclist as well) are detected and counted.  

This value is correct, taking into account the fact that, here, the counting was done without tracking. 

Indeed, not enough images could be sent in a short period of time. Thus, the static bicycle in the center 

of the image is counted, and even multiple times (in each example cases). 

With images close enough to each other, the tracking could have been used. By fact, only moving bicycles 

would have been counted since a bicycle needs to cross the counting line for the value to be incremented. 
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4 STATUS & CONCLUSION 

4.1 STATUS 

A new version of the traffic congestion use case, taking into account variations of luminosity (morning, 

day, evening, night), has been fully implemented and tested on site 1. Our evaluation showed that the 

algorithm successfully detects congestions in all those conditions. 

For the wrong way detection use case, the algorithm has been tested during day showing good results. 

Unlike the traffic congestion use case, the software does not offer a dedicated support for variations of 

luminosity. This is due to an issue impacting test site 1 during summer (see sections 3.3.2 and 4.2). For 

this reason, it was shown that the algorithm is more sensitive under heavy shadow projection conditions. 

Bicycle detection and counting use case on test site 2 showed good results, even if its development had 

some delay (see section 4.2) also caused by the fact that a new detection platform, different from the 

SecSoC, was used in the node. The Orlando board implements the CNN, while tracking, counting (in simple 

cases) and offloading (for more complex cases) to the Moonshot server was implemented on the Nucleo 

board. The application core running on the server is developed and tested, even if some parts have not 

been fully optimised and the software still needs to fully integrate the Moonshot and FPGA use. 

On both test sites, full communication channel could be tested successfully. Modifying the server entry 

point (NodeJS script) allowed to separate images coming from the two test sites, preparing future work 

about automation of the offloading application core on the server. 

Aside, to complete energy measurement, the antenna switch could be added to test site 1 (congestion 

and wrong way detections). 

Computation times could be measured for the different detections, from the start of an event in front of 

the camera to the reception of the event message in the TMC, and are the following: 

Detection 
Image 

processing (s) 

Indicator 

elaboration 

period (s) 

Confirmation 

delay (s) 

Nucleo & 

antenna 

wake up (s) 

Transmission (s) Total (s) 

Congestion 0.017 60 240 11.475 1.12 ~ 313 

Wrong Way 0.044 0.5 0.5 11.475 1.12 ~ 14 

Cycle (ULP) 0.125 - - - 1.76 ~ 2 

Cycle 

(Moonshot) 
0.340 - - - - 0.34 

Table 18 - Detail of event detection and notification duration 

In the table above, ‘image processing’ includes both SW and HW durations as HW-accelerated 

functionalities are part of the whole image processing; and ‘indicator elaboration period’ denotes the 

internal indicator computation cycle (adjusted via a parameter), which is used in the algorithm to evaluate 

the current state of the scene. 

In the case of the cycle detection on the ULP, Nucleo and antenna were always on which is why there is 

no waking up time. For test site 1, the minimum waking time is observed, though in the worst case where 

antennas are not aligned (requiring a scanning process, first), this could take an extra 5 seconds. 

Transmission durations differ on both sites according to the image size (QVGA on site 1, and VGA on site 

2) and a different expected JPEG size / compression ratio (14kb on site 1, and 22kb on site 2). 

As a conclusion, we can outline the following elements regarding total durations in each case. Firstly, most 

of the delay before being notified of the event is caused by the indicator elaboration and event 

confirmation times. Both are parameters and were tuned according to the algorithms and use cases 
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requirements. Thus, congestion detection is less time critical than wrong way detection, and confirmation 

delay allows a robust detection by avoiding stop-and-go traffic notifications. Secondly, the Nucleo and 

antenna waking up process introduces a significant delay too, which leads to a smarter energy 

consumption, though it may be less suitable for the wrong way detection as the system should be more 

reactive. Instead, cycle detection and counting algorithm takes decisions for each frame, which means the 

first point is not applicable, and the second point neither since Nucleo and antenna are always on, which 

is why time is much shorter. Finally, transmission time is between one and two seconds which is short 

enough for the TMC needs, but enforces an image buffer on sensor side for a proper offloading process 

(with tracking) in cycle detection and counting. 

4.2 LESSONS LEARNT 

As explained in 3.3.2, we experienced some problems in test site 1 during summer 2018. This caused a 

delay in development and testing of wrong way detection use case. As a result, only a first version of this 

use case (not optimized for light transitions like during morning and evening) was implemented. 

Solving this issue required three physical interventions (in July, August and September 2018) on site. A 

Full test in lab would have simplified the activities and the debugging, but for a lack of components not 

all the labs could have all the elements of the system. In particular the reconfigurable antennas, due to 

the prototype nature, was available on site and in ISMB lab only. the TESEO and ST labs were used to test 

single components and the integration on site required several fixes. 

On site 2, the use of the Orlando platform, which is a development board with no mature development 

toolchain and tools, caused a delay in the development and testing of bicycle counting use case. Part of 

this delay was caused by the fact that ST tried to improve the development tools which are internally used 

for allowing Neavia to autonomously work directly on Orlando but eventually Neavia and ST agreed on 

partitioning the software between Orlando (CNN + detection, done by ST) and Nucleo (tracking, counting 

and offloading, done by Neavia). This delay could have been reduced by anticipating the decision to 

partition the software to the moment when the partners decided to use Orlando in test site 2. 

Nevertheless, a full prototype installation in lab (including SecSoC/Orlando, ULP, Nucleo, antenna 

management board and antenna) could have helped debugging and validating the full system before any 

intervention on site, preventing loss of time due to hardware and communication issues, and decreasing 

the impacts on software development, testing, debugging, evaluation and measurements. Even if feasible 

in theory, this could be hardly done in practise, however, since the nodes are very complex systems 

composed of many devices and some of them were not fully available (e.g. the antenna). 
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